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Executive Summary

The Town of Carleton Place is experiencing a continued growth in population. Growth in the
commercial and institutional realms has occurred as well. As the size of the Town grows, the
amount of sewage generated is approaching the current capacity of the Water Pollution Control
Plant (WPCP) to process that sewage. This report represents a portion of the planning process
to increase the capacity of the WPCP in order to sustain continued growth in the Town of
Carleton Place.
This Water Pollution Control Plant Capacity Expansion Master Plan was initiated as a Municipal
Class Environmental Assessment (EA). As such it has followed the planning process set out in
a document published by the Municipal Engineers Association entitled “Municipal Class
Environmental Assessment” dated October 2000, as amended in 2007, and is intended to
satisfy the legislative requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act (EAA).
As the study has progressed, it has been determined that the Town is not as close to a WPCP
capacity expansion as was anticipated at the initiation of the study. For this reason, the
decision was made to finalize the study as a Master Plan. A Master Plan is a long range plan
which integrates infrastructure requirements for existing and future land use with environmental
assessment principles.
Two alternative solutions for addressing the aforementioned problem were advanced to the final
evaluation. They were Alternative 1: Single Stage Construction, and Alternative 2: Two Stage
Construction. The criteria for evaluation are the net impacts on the environments that could be
affected by the work. These environments have been grouped into three categories: Natural
Environment, Social Environment, and Economic / Technical Environment.
Based upon the above analysis, the recommended alternative is Alternative 1: Single Stage
Construction.
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1.0

Introduction

1.1

BACKGROUND

The Town of Carleton Place is situated in Lanark County (west of the City of Ottawa) and
accessed by Provincial Highways #7 and #15 (see Figure 1). Carleton Place has a population
of 9,453 (Canada Census 2006) with 3,832 private dwellings on 8.83 sq. km of land. The
community provides for development on full municipal water and sewer services. The
Mississippi River runs through the center of town and serves as both the source of water for
municipal use, as well as the receiving stream for ultimate disposal of the treated sewage
effluent.
The Town of Carleton Place is experiencing a continued growth in population. Growth in the
commercial and institutional realms has occurred as well. As the size of the Town grows, the
amount of sewage generated is approaching the current treatment capacity of the Water
Pollution Control Plant (WPCP). This report is part of the planning process to increase the
capacity of the WPCP in order to sustain continued growth in the Town of Carleton Place.
This Water Pollution Control Plant Capacity Expansion Master Plan was initiated as a Municipal
Class Environmental Assessment (EA). As such it has followed the planning process set out in
a document published by the Municipal Engineers Association entitled “Municipal Class
Environmental Assessment” dated October 2000, as amended in 2007, and is intended to
satisfy the legislative requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act (EAA).
As the study has progressed, it has been determined that the Town is not as close to a WPCP
capacity expansion as was anticipated at the initiation of the study. For this reason, the
decision was made to finalize the study as a Master Plan. The Municipal Class EA process and
the purpose of a Master Plan are further explained in Section 1.4 of this report.

1.2

STUDY AREA

The study area for the purposes of this study is defined as the existing WPCP site and any area
that could reasonably be expected to be impacted by the work contemplated in this document.
The WPCP site is located south of the Mississippi River off Paterson Crescent, west of McNeely
Avenue (see Figure 2). The study area is not limited to land area but is inclusive of water
bodies and the atmosphere as well as areas defined by social and economic boundaries.
Section 2.0 “Description of the Environment” provides a complete catalogue of the environments
considered in the course of this study.
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1.3

PROJECT ORGANIZATION

The Town of Carleton Place retained Stantec Consulting Ltd. to complete the environmental
planning for a study related to the WPCP Capacity Expansion. The primary contacts for the
project are:
Mr. Paul Knowles
Chief Administrative Officer, Town of Carleton Place
Mr. Fernand Dicaire
Senior Associate, Stantec Consulting Ltd.
The responsibilities of each of the parties involved in the study are briefly described below.

Ministry of the
Environment
Town of Carleton Place

OCWA (Operator)

Provides technical input during document review
Proponent of the study
Responsibility for overall conduct of the study
Provides background information on existing system
and review comments
Provides operational input during entire process

Public

Provides input at meetings and review comments on
published reports

Agencies

Provides input during document review

Stantec Consulting Ltd

Consultant responsible for completing the study

1.4

CLASS ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT PROCESS

1.4.1

General

In Ontario, the EAA provides for the protection, conservation and wise management of the
environment by providing a responsible and accountable process of decision-making.
There is a cost effective and streamlined process available to municipalities, referred to as the
Municipal Class EA or just Class EA, under which projects can be evaluated based on their
“Class” while still meeting the requirements of the EAA. For projects to be evaluated under the
Class EA process, they must meet the following conditions:
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Be recurring,
Usually similar in nature,
Usually limited in scale,
Have a predictable range of environmental effects, and
Be responsive to mitigative measures.
The Class EA provides for the implementation of five key principles of successful planning.
These are:
1. Early consultation with affected parties (includes public, landowners, etc).
2. Consideration of a reasonable range of alternatives.
3. Identification and consideration of the effects of each alternative on all aspects of the
environment.
4. Evaluation of alternatives to determine their net environmental effect.
5. A clear and complete documentation of the planning process to allow "traceability" of the
decision-making.
The Class EA process provides for the planning and implementation of municipal projects also
referred to as "Undertakings". Since these projects undertaken by municipalities vary in their
environmental impact, such projects (or Undertakings) are classified in terms of schedules. In
brief these schedules are summarized below.
Schedule A: Projects in this classification are limited in scale, have minimal adverse
environmental effects, and include a number of municipal maintenance and operational
activities. These projects are pre-approved and may proceed to implementation without
following the full Class EA planning process.
Schedule A+: Projects in this schedule are pre-approved, however, the public is to be advised
prior to project implementation. The manner in which the public is advised is determined by the
proponent. In this way, the public can provide comment to the municipality about projects that
will be undertaken in their local area.
Schedule B: These projects have the potential for some adverse environmental effects. The
proponent is required to undertake a screening process, involving mandatory contact with the
directly affected public and with relevant government agencies, to ensure that they are aware of
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the project and that their concerns are addressed. If there are no outstanding concerns, then
the proponent may proceed to implementation. Schedule B projects generally include
improvements and minor expansions to existing facilities.
Schedule C: Projects in this schedule have the potential for significant environmental effects
and must proceed under the full planning and documentation procedures specified in the Class
EA document. Such projects may include the construction of expansion of treatment facilities
beyond their rated capacity.
Figure 3 illustrates the process followed in the planning and design of projects covered by the
Class EA. The steps considered essential for compliance with the requirements of the Act are
summarized as follows:
Phase 1

This stage consists of identifying the problems or deficiencies with the current
municipal water and/or sewage systems.

Phase 2

This stage consists of identifying alternative solutions to the problems and
establishing the preferred solution, taking into account public and review agency
input. At this point, identify the approval requirements and determine the
appropriate schedule for the Undertaking.

Phase 3

For projects classified as Schedule C activities, this stage consists of examining
alternative methods of implementing the preferred solution in accordance with
the Class EA requirements.

Phase 4

For projects classified as Schedule C activities, this stage consists of
documenting in an environmental study report (ESR) a summary of the rationale,
planning, design and consultation process of the project as established through
the preceding phases. This document is subject to scrutiny by review agencies
and the public.

Phase 5

Once the above phases have been successfully completed, this stage consists of
completing the contract documents and proceeding to construction, operation
and monitoring of the Undertaking.

The consultation process is a key element of EA planning. The principal aim of the consultation
process is to promote public participation and to achieve resolution of differences in points of
view, thus reducing or avoiding controversy and, ultimately, avoiding the use of the Part II Order
provision. Section 5.0 of this report describes how the proponent has responded to feedback
from the public during the initial stages of this study. These steps, accomplished with a welldocumented process, will ensure that concerns are met and impacts are well understood.
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Master Plans
The Municipal Class EA document explains that Master Plans are a beneficial way to begin the
planning process by considering a group of related projects, or an overall system, prior to
dealing with project specific issues. It goes on to state:
By planning in this way, the need and justification for individual projects and the
associated broader context, are better defined. Master Plans are long range plans
which integrate infrastructure requirements for existing and future land use with
environmental assessment planning principles. These plans examine an infrastructure
system(s) or group of related projects in order to outline a framework for planning for
subsequent projects and/or developments. At a minimum, Master Plans address
Phases 1 and 2 of the Municipal Class EA process.
1.4.2

Determination of Class EA Category / Master Plan

The WPCP Capacity Expansion was initially being planned as a “Schedule C” activity according
to the categories defined by the Municipal Class EA (see Section 1.4.1). Schedule C was
selected based upon the fact that the contemplated work will expand the existing WPCP beyond
the existing rated capacity. A Phases 1 and 2 Municipal Class EA Report was published and
circulated for comment. However, during Phase 3 of the process it was determined that a
Master Plan would be a more appropriate format for finalization of the study. This decision was
made because the planning process was long-range in nature and no specific projects were
proposed for implementation in the next five years.
1.4.3

Study Schedule

A Notice of Study Commencement was distributed to review agencies in June of 2007 to inform
them of the planning process. Phases 1 & 2 were completed in the fall of 2007. The Master
Plan will be finalized in 2011. It is expected that the Master Plan would be re-visited in five
years. A Phase 3 EA Report will need to be completed for each individual project proposed by
this Master Plan. Phase 4, the Environmental Study Report (ESR), would be completed at the
end of the planning process for each project. Phase 5, Design and Construction, would not
commence until population growth triggers a requirement for expansion.

1.5

PROBLEM OVERVIEW

The Town administration foresees continued growth in the population of Carleton Place, and
desires to plan for capacity expansion at the WPCP to adequately service future capacity
needs. In order to properly plan for future needs and proactively evaluate the possible courses
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of action and their respective impacts on the environment, the Town has begun the
environmental planning process well in advance of the requirement for expansion. It is the
intent of the Town to develop an efficient strategy for implementing upgrades to the WPCP for
the purpose of expanding capacity in a logically staged approach, thereby matching increasing
levels of demand with increasing levels of capacity. This will allow for a gradual implementation
of construction upgrades as needed.
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2.0

Description of the Environment

The “Description of the Environment” section of this report is divided into three primary
groupings: Natural Environment, Social Environment and Economic / Technical Environment.
These divisions are intended to group related environments for ease of understanding. The
descriptions are intended to provide an overview of the individual environments, highlighting the
significant features which could be impacted by the project. Muncaster Environmental Planning
Inc. was assigned the task of assessing the Natural Environment at the WPCP site. Excerpts
from Muncaster’s report have been used in the following sections, while the entire report is
included in Appendix A.

2.1

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

2.1.1

Air Environment and Birds

The study area experiences a cold, continental-type climate. According to Environment Canada
meteorological data, as recorded at the Ottawa, Ontario weather station, the average daily
temperature ranges from –10.8 degrees Celsius in January to +20.9 degrees Celsius in July.
Below freezing temperatures (as defined by the daily minimum) are usually experienced for five
months out of the year (November through March). The average annual total precipitation is
943.5 mm. During the average year, measurable precipitation occurs on 163 days.
Documented precipitation extremes are as follows:
Extreme daily rainfall = 80 mm
Extreme daily snowfall = 40.6 cm
Extreme snow depth = 135 cm
The annual average wind speed for this area is 12.9 km/hr. The predominant wind direction is
west from November to April and south from May to October. Annual average number of days
with wind speed exceeding 52 km/hr is 7.7. The maximum hourly wind speed (80 km/hr)
occurred on October 15, 1954. The maximum gust speed (135 km/hr) occurred on May 11,
1959.
The Ontario Ministry of the Environment monitors air quality for this region. The closest
monitoring station to the project site is Ottawa. The rating system has five levels: very good,
good, moderate, poor, and very poor. The 2006 season history for Ottawa recorded only one
day of “poor” air quality. The cause of the poor air quality was ozone. The remainder of the
recorded days for 2006 were classified between “very good” and “moderate” air quality rating.
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Birds observed among the generally open area north of the WPCP included Baltimore oriole,
grey catbird, American crow, ring-billed gull, European starling, yellow warbler, song sparrow
and American robin. Birds observed in and adjacent to the deciduous forest, southwest of the
WPCP, included American robin, common grackle, yellow warbler, red-winged blackbird,
warbling vireo, white-breasted nuthatch and American redstart, the latter likely still in migration
on the date of observation (May 17th, 2007).
The Natural Heritage Information Centre database, maintained by the Ontario Ministry of
Natural Resources, identified one rare bird species in the general area of Carleton Place. The
red-shouldered hawk (Buteo lineatus) is a species of special concern, defined as wildlife
species that may become a threatened or an endangered species because of a combination of
biological characteristics and identified threats. The red-shouldered hawk would generally be
found in denser forests, with a greater coniferous component, than that in the proximity of the
WPCP site.
2.1.2

Water Environment and Aquatic Animals

The Mississippi River is the dominant water environment in proximity to the WPCP. Mississippi
Lake is upstream of Carleton Place. The Mississippi River meanders to the east of the WPCP,
around Glen Isle and northeast towards Appleton. Wetlands are present in reaches along the
Mississippi River, with the closest provincially significant wetland, the Appleton Marsh, well
downstream of Carleton Place between Appleton and Almonte. No designated natural areas,
Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest or Conservation Areas are reported in proximity to the
study area.
The shoreline of the Mississippi River is within about five metres of the existing northwest
section of the perimeter fencing. Coppice silver and red maple trees provide good stream cover
along the shoreline. The aquatic habitat of the Mississippi River in proximity to the WPCP
possesses a diverse sequence of run and riffle habitat. The substrate is a combination of fines,
rubble, cobble and exposed bedrock. Aquatic vegetation, both emergent and submergent, and
woody debris add to the diversity of in-stream structure. Aquatic and shoreline vegetation
include rice-cut grass, pondweeds, hard-stem bulrush, water horehound, boneset, spotted
jewelweed and broad-leaved cattail. Side channels add to the diversity of available aquatic
habitat.
The warm water aquatic habitat of the Mississippi River in the general area is diverse and
productive. Good spawning, nursery, resting and feeding habitst is present along the
Mississippi River in the vicinity of Carleton Place. Several species of sportfish and coarse fish
have been documented along this reach of the river including northern pike, smallmouth bass,
largemouth bass, yellow perch, walleye, white sucker, yellow bullhead, brown bullhead, channel
catfish, several redhorse sucker species, American eel, rock bass and pumpkin seed. Forage
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fish include bluntnose minnow, longnose dace, logperch, mimic shiner, blackchin shiner and
golden shiner. Mississippi Lake upstream provides important northern pike, walleye and bass
spawning areas. A public access point to the River and Lake is upstream of the Water
Treatment Plant at the west end of Lake Avenue West. Additionally, historical beaver cuttings
are common adjacent to the Mississippi River shoreline.
The Natural Heritage Information Centre database, maintained by the Ontario Ministry of
Natural Resources, identified two rare aquatic species in the general area of Carleton Place.
Blanding’s turtle (Emydoidea blandingii) is considered threatened, defined as a species likely to
become endangered if limiting factors are not reversed. This species would be found along the
Mississippi River corridor, as would another identified rare species, the Halloween Pennant
(Celithemis eponina). This dragonfly species is considered vulnerable in the Province due to
relatively few populations or other factors making it vulnerable to extirpation.
2.1.3

Land Environment and Terrestrial Animals

The land environment surveyed generally included the WPCP site and adjacent lands up to 100
meters beyond the existing perimeter fence around the Plant. The Carleton Place Curling Club
and associated parking lots are south of the existing WPCP, with a remnant deciduous forest to
the southwest, the Mississippi River to the west and north, and a yard and hazardous waste
drop off and storage area to the east.
WPCP Site
Natural environment features are limited inside the perimeter fence. Three red pine trees, in
generally good condition, are on a grassed area between the Control and Digester Buildings.
The largest of these conifers is 28cm diameter at breast height (dbh). A row of white pines, also
in good condition, is along the west side of the Control Building and the aeration tanks. The
pines are up to 22cm dbh. A dense row of smaller white cedars is adjacent to the northeast
perimeter of the existing fencing.
The lands to the south are grassed between the Water Pollution Control Plant and the Carleton
Place Curling Club. In addition to bluegrass, white clover, lower hop clover and common
dandelion are common. A coppice (multi-stemmed) white elm is to the south of the fencing with
several tree plantings along the north side of the Curling Club parking. An 18cm dbh sugar
maple is the largest of these plantings, with smaller ash, maple and white spruce stems.
Most of the lands to the north of the existing Water Pollution Control Plant are open, with fields
of cypress spurge, common burdock, brome grass, common plantain, wild carrot, common
dandelion, bull thistle, alsike clover, yellow rocket, prickly ash and red raspberry. The invasive
tartarian honeysuckle is very common among intermittent hedgerows, with Manitoba maple,
sugar maple, red maple, white poplar, hawthorn, serviceberry, chokecherry, red ash and white
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elm represented. The largest trees in the deciduous hedgerows are sugar maples up to 38cm
dbh, with white elms up to 28cm dbh.
A few planted tamaracks are north of the row of white cedar along the perimeter fencing. The
largest cedars are in the range of 13cm dbh. Manitoba maple, white elm and tartarian
honeysuckle are among the east portion of the white cedar row.
Terrestrial wildlife observed among the generally open area north of the Water Pollution Control
Plant was limited to a woodchuck.
Adjacent Deciduous Forest
A remnant deciduous forest is to the southwest of the Water Pollution Control Plant, with a
paved recreational pathway spur between the forest and the perimeter fencing. Young
deciduous trees are along the pathway including Manitoba maple, white elm, red maple, red
ash, white ash and sugar maple. The largest of these trees are up to 26cm dbh. Tartarian
honeysuckle and hawthorn shrubs are also present.
The deciduous forest is generally scrubby, with broken limbs off many of the trees, although the
canopy cover is generally good. Exposed bedrock is common. The more mature trees are
generally further west of the existing Plant, including a 55cm dbh sugar maple approximately 45
metres southwest of the perimeter fence. Mature white poplars, up to 50cm dbh are much
closer to the fencing, adjacent to the recreational pathway. These poplars appear to be in
poorer condition with reduced leaf-out. A few white cedars, up to 24cm dbh, provide some
coniferous component. The ground flora of the forest is dominated by non-native species, a
reflection of the disturbed nature of the area. Garlic mustard is abundant in areas, along with
ground ivy and common dandelion. Poison ivy, herb robert and bloodroot were also observed.
The invasive and non-native common buckthorn is abundant in portions of the understorey.
Sugar maple regeneration is good in many areas.
The deciduous forest continues to the west, between the main recreational pathway running
along the Mississippi River and the River itself. The influence of non-native ground flora
remains high. Garlic mustard, common burdock, rough cinquefoil, wormseed mustard are
widely distributed along with Virginia creeper. Common buckthorn, black current and tartarian
honeysuckle are common in the understorey. Silver maple, red maple, crack willow, white elm
and red ash are the dominant tree species, with 75cm over-mature crack willow and 25cm dbh
silver maple representing the largest trees. Many of the willows have major broken limbs, with
willows closer to the shoreline of the Mississippi River in generally better condition. Fill material
appears present, with exposed bedrock in other areas.
The recreational pathway continues along the shoreline. Vegetation between the pathway and
the fencing includes planted hackberry stems, along with red raspberry, cypress spurge, garlic
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mustard, brome grass, yellow rocket, spreading dogbane, red-osier dogwood and Manitoba
maple.
Terrestrial wildlife observed in and adjacent to the forest was limited to the grey squirrel.

2.2

SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT

2.2.1

Community / Development

According to the “Official Plan of the Town of Carleton Place” (OP), Carleton Place is largely
urbanized, with some areas designated to accommodate future development. A sufficient
supply of land is available for residential, commercial/industrial, recreational, open space and
institutional uses. This will allow for a range of employment opportunities and housing types to
accommodate future growth and development. Key employers are the high tech sector, health
and social services, and light manufacturing. A significant portion of the workforce commutes
into the City of Ottawa on a daily basis for employment.
In the discussion on “Housing”, the OP states that the recent historical average has been 80
new homes constructed annually in the Town. It goes on to explain that there is at least a 10year supply of land to meet future residential needs and that Council will strive to maintain the
future supply of residential land at its current level.
The Town of Carleton Place has a population of 9,453 (Canada Census 2006) with 3,832
private dwellings on 8.83 sq. km of land. The community provides for development on full
municipal water and sewer services. The Mississippi River runs through the center of town and
serves as both the source of water for municipal use, as well as the receiving stream for
ultimate disposal of the treated sewage effluent.
The WPCP site is located in close proximity to a residential area of Carleton Place. Residential
lots begin approximately 180 feet (54.9 meters) northeast of the entrance to the WPCP site.
Lots continue east on both sides of Patterson Street with 49 feet (14.9 meters) of frontage per
lot. A public school is located to the east of the site. The Carleton Place Curling Club is located
to the southeast.
2.2.2

Heritage / Culture / Historical Significance

In May 2007, McSweeney & Associates issued a report entitled “The Town of Carleton Place
Community Strategic Plan”. This report documented community thoughts, feelings and ideas
about the current state of the Town and where it should be going. One of the greatest strengths
of Carleton Place was documented to be the heritage assets and the historic appeal of the built
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environment. The local heritage is seen as a key to promoting Carleton Place and the historical
and heritage assets are considered to be a cornerstone for revitalizing the downtown.
The Canadian Register of Historic Places (www.historicplaces.ca) is a searchable database
containing information about recognized historic places of local, provincial, territorial and
national significance. On June 6, 2007, a search of the database was performed for the study
area with a result of no registered historic places.
The Ontario Heritage Properties Database (www.culture.gov.on.ca) is a searchable database
containing information on over 5,000 heritage properties in Ontario. On June 6, 2007, a search
of the database was performed for the study area with a result of no registered heritage
properties.
Based upon these database searches, it is assumed that there are no significant historic,
cultural or heritage sites in the study area.
2.2.3

Aesthetics / Health / Safety

The aesthetic environment of the study area would include visual impact, sounds, vibrations and
odours. There have been odour complaints from local residents due to the operations of the
WPCP. These complaints are currently being addressed through a capital works project for
handling sludge at the facility.
The walking path through the deciduous forest adjacent to the WPCP is a primary feature
contributing the aesthetic environment. Other trees and natural features form a buffer and
enhance the aesthetics of the site.
The health and safety aspects of this environment include truck traffic necessary for operating
the WPCP as well as the sewage handling and disposal which occurs at the site. The site is
considered to be a safe environment with a safety program in place to regulate the day-to-day
operation of the facility. A barbed wire perimeter fence is used to limit access to the facility.

2.3

ECONOMIC / TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENT

2.3.1

Economic

According to the OP, Carleton Place has a diversified and relatively strong economic base with
occupations primarily in the manufacturing, retailing and health and social services, followed by
business services and government. A recent study indicates that there is a large and well
educated labour force for professional, and trades and services job needs in the area
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(Economic Promotion Study: Town of Carleton Place, Market Research Corporation, May
2001).
Current regulations ensure that water and sewer services are provided on a “user pay” basis.
The costs of constructing, operating and maintaining the facilities to provide these services are
to be entirely subsidized by those who use them. Development charges are assessed when
someone applies for a building permit, and can be used to cover the costs of expansion of
municipal services. Water and sewer rates are charged at regular intervals for on-going service.
2.3.2

Physical Constraints

The physical constraints environment includes the potential barriers to expansion. This
environment is linked to the economic environment (since with enough money most barriers can
be overcome), but it warrants its own category because of the time, difficulty and risk that these
constraints often represent. The natural feature of the Mississippi River is one physical
constraint. Existing development would also be considered as part of the environment of
physical constraints.
2.3.3

Land Ownership / Legal

The land ownership and legal environment relates to the availability of land and the
requirements of obtaining and using that land for the WPCP expansion. The Town owns the
land currently housing the WPCP. The Town also owns the land directly east and south.
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3.0

Identification of Design Alternatives

3.1

BACKGROUND

It is the purpose of this report to take the preferred solution from Phases 1 and 2 of this project
and look at design alternatives for implementing that solution. Some design alternatives may be
touched upon briefly, but not considered as options to be evaluated for one reason or another.
The criteria that was used in the determination of the alternatives to be evaluated was based
upon generally accepted principles and previous experience. The criteria included the following:
application of current engineering practices and standards,
adherence to applicable laws and regulations,
economic considerations,
operation and maintenance issues,
acceptability to concerned stakeholders, and
feasibility of implementation.
3.1.1

Major Process Changes

The possibility exists to implement treatment processes other than the processes that are
already in place at the WPCP. This possibility was considered in the preliminary evaluation and
it was determined that wholesale changes to any of the major processes would not meet the
criteria listed above, specifically with respect to feasibility of implementation and economic
considerations. This does not however, eliminate the possibility of minor process modifications
during detailed design. Generally, the major components of the process will be evaluated with
respect to capacity, and alternatives for capacity expansion of the WPCP will be presented with
respect to these major components.
3.1.2

Current Capacity of Components

Process equipment and components at the WPCP are divided into two categories: those
designed for the dry weather flow rate (7,900 m3/d) and those designed for the wet weather flow
rate (22,000 m3/d). Dry weather flow is an annual average flow rate exclusive of storm events
(wet weather flow). The wet weather flow rate is the peak flow rate that the plant is approved to
handle. Major components (as shown in Figure 4) are listed below with their current design
capacity.
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Component

Design Capacity for Dry
Weather Flow

Design Capacity for Wet
Weather Flow

Headworks
Mechanical Screen

26,000 m3/d

2 Vortex Degritters

20,000 m3/d

3 Low Lift Pumps

13,000 m3/d (each)

Primary Clarification
2 Process/Settling Tanks

10,400 m3/d
11,600 m3/d (10,400 + 11,600
= 22,000 wet weather flow)

3 Physical/Chemical Tanks

Aeration
3 Rectangular Basins

7,900 m3/d

Mixing Capability

15,000 m3/d

Secondary Clarification
3 Rectangular Tanks

10,400 m3/d

Disinfection
UV Radiation

11,000 m3/d

Phosphorous Removal
22,000 m3/d

Feed Pumps
Coagulant Storage Tank

30 days reserve capacity

Anaerobic Digestion / Storage
3 Circular Tanks

Approx. 230 days storage
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3.1.3

Long Range Planning

The Town undertook a study in 2010 to determine the long-term potential of the current WPCP
site. The scope of the study included a review of the ability of the existing site to meet the
needs of a future population of 43,000 people. Also included was a review of two other options:
(1) leaving the existing WPCP as is and constructing a second WPCP at another site, and (2)
decommissioning the existing WPCP and constructing a new WPCP to accommodate all of the
Town demand. The end result of the study was that the existing site of the WPCP can
accommodate expansion to a population of 43,000 people, and that this was the preferred
option of the three options considered. The study is included in Appendix B.

3.2

DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

In developing alternative solutions, there are a range of factors that must be considered. Some
of the factors considered in the development of alternatives are listed here:
Quantity of wastewater,
Quality of effluent,
Sludge management, and
Upgrade timing issues.
These items are addressed in more depth below.
3.2.1

Quantity of Wastewater

The current WPCP rated capacity is 7,900 m3/d (annual average) for dry weather flow and
22,000 m3/d (maximum) for wet weather flow. The following table summarizes recent flows and
compares the most recent data to the rated capacity.
Dry Weather
Average Flow
(m3/d)

Percent of
Rated Capacity
(Rating = 7,900
m3/d)

Maximum Wet
Weather Flow
(m3/d)

Percent of
Allowable Peak
Flow Rate
(22,000 m3/d)

2003

5,994

75.9 %

13,837

62.9 %

2004

5,326

67.4 %

21,757

98.9 %
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2005

5,818

73.6 %

22,464

102.1 %

2006

6,678

84.5 %

13,405

60.9 %

2007

5,125

64.9 %

19,046

86.6 %

2008

5,986

75.8 %

24,158

109.8 %

2009

5,330

67.5 %

13,439

61.1 %

2010

5,959

75.4 %

15,780

71.7 %

Average

5,777

73.1 %

17,985

81.7 %

The table shows that the average dry weather flow for the last five years is 5,777 m3/d. At this
flow, the WPCP is operating at 73.1% of its rated capacity. The Town of Carleton Place has
provided the consultant with the following assumptions: the population for 2008 was assumed
to be 9700 people, and the expected growth rate is 145 people per year. It is also assumed that
dry weather flow rates per capita remain constant. Based upon these assumptions, it is
estimated that the WPCP will reach its rated capacity in the year 2029. The estimated
population at that time would be in the order of 12,746 people. Since population growth rates
are not easily predicted and changes in per capita flows may occur, it is recommended that the
above assumptions and conclusions be revisited every five years or sooner if deemed
necessary by extreme population growth. For the purposes of this report, it is assumed that the
ultimate rated capacity of the WPCP will be 10,000 m3/d.
The above table also shows that several major wet weather flow events have occurred in the
last five years. Wet weather flow events (flows greater that 10,400 m3/d) typically occur once or
twice each year. These events correspond with either heavy rains or rainfall combined with
snowmelt. The maximum flows for the most recent five years can be averaged to obtain 17,985
m3/d or 81.7 % of the plant’s Peak Flow Rate. For the purposes of this report, it is assumed that
the ultimate peak flow of the WPCP will be 27,000 m3/d.
3.2.2

Quality of Effluent

The current discharge effluent limits imposed by the MOE in the most recent Certificate of
Approval (C of A) are tabulated below.
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Effluent Parameter

Average Concentration Effluent Limit
(milligrams per litre)

CBOD5

25

Total Suspended Solids

25

Total Phosphorous

1

Total Ammonia (Ammonia + Ammonium)
Nitrogen

4 (May 15 to September 30)

Based upon discussions with the MOE during this planning process and the Receiving Water
Assessment (Stantec, 2009), included as Appendix C, the following changes are expected to be
put in place when the WPCP is upgraded to expand its capacity.
Total Phosphorous: 0.2 mg/l for the months of June, July, and August; 0.3 mg/l for the
rest of the year
Total Ammonia: 3.63 mg/l for the months of June, July, and August; 15 mg/L for the rest
of the year
Acute Lethality: year-round testing to show effluent is non-acutely lethal
The more stringent requirement for phosphorous will necessitate the implementation of tertiary
treatment (effluent filtration). This could include sand filtration, cloth media filter disks, or
enhanced sedimentation technology. Due to the long lead time prior to implementation, these
technologies will not be evaluated as part of this report.
3.2.3

Sludge Management

The treatment process produces a waste sludge which requires final disposal off-site.
Currently, the sludge is either spread on farm fields (conditions permitting) or it is hauled to
ROPEC (the City of Ottawa sewage treatment facility). Issues, such as the respective costs of
the two disposal options, the time frames for spreading on the fields, and the amount of storage
available at the plant, all factor into the current sludge management plan. Generally, it is less
expensive to spread on the fields than to dump at ROPEC, so this option is used whenever
possible. In 2007, the sludge hauled away from the WPCP totaled 6288 m3. ROPEC was the
final destination of 301.1 m3, while 5,986.9 m3 was spread on farm fields.
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Current capital works, which are in the construction stage, will provide the ability to decant the
sludge (separating out some of the water and making a drier waste). This will allow for an
additional sludge management option – disposal of the sludge at a landfill. The landfill option is
expected to be somewhere between the other two options with respect to cost. This will also
address concerns about the future of disposal at ROPEC and delay the need to increase
storage capacity.
During the 2003 investigation of WPCP sludge processing problems, it was decided that the
chemical sludge from the Water Treatment Plant (WTP) Actiflo system should be separated out
from the sewage flow since it did not benefit from the biological treatment process and was
overloading the plant. This separation would be achieved by pumping the chemical sludge in a
new forcemain from the WTP to a new Dissolved Air Flotation unit (DAF) at the WPCP. A
subsequent change in the type of coagulant used at the WTP resulted in a greatly reduced
quantity of chemical sludge, and deferred the need for immediate implementation of the
chemical sludge separation. The forcemain is being installed piecemeal to coincide with
planned road reconstruction along the forcemain route. This is an effective approach to
minimizing the installation costs. The trigger for implementation of the DAF would be a transfer
rate approaching 50 m3/day of co-settled sludge from the primary clarifiers to the primary
digester. Currently the transfer rate is below 40 m3/day, and this rate is not expected to reach
the trigger point prior to the need for a plant capacity expansion.
3.2.4

Upgrade Timing Issues

Upgrading of the WPCP is expected to take place on an “as needed” basis. There are three
different measuring sticks that could be used to communicate when an upgrade would be
required. The easiest to understand, but least accurate, would be to give a year in the future
when upgrades will be needed. Estimated upgrade years are provided but are based upon the
assumptions of population growth rate and per capita (per person) flow. Estimated population
at upgrade could also be used as a measuring stick (and will be provided for reference), but it is
also limited by the assumption of a stable per capita flow. The most accurate indicator of when
the upgrade will be required is at a given flow. The WPCP has been designed to accommodate
a given flow (as previously indicated). As a rule of thumb, when the flow to the WPCP is around
90% of capacity (depending on growth rate) it is advisable to begin implementing the upgrades
needed to increase the capacity of the plant. Below is a table summarizing timing for the next
major upgrade at the WPCP with respect to the factors noted above.

Criteria

90% of Rated Capacity

100% of Rated Capacity

Flow

7,110 m3/d

7,900 m3/d
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Population

11,472 people

12,746 people

Year

2020

2029

3.3

IDENTIFICATION OF DESIGN ALTERNATIVES FOR EVALUATION

3.3.1

Alternative Design 1: Increase Rated Capacity to 10,000 m3/d in One Stage

This alternative involves upgrades to the WPCP in order to achieve an increase in the average
dry weather rated capacity of the works from 7,900 m3/d to 10,000 m3/d. Additionally, the wet
weather peak flow rate would increase from 22,000 m3/d to 27,000 m3/d. Given the
assumptions of this report, the upgrade would take place in 2020 and meet capacity demands
until 2052. This upgrade would entail work at each of the following major process components:
Headworks, Primary Clarification, Aeration, Secondary Clarification, Disinfection and
Phosphorous Removal. An opinion of probable cost of the upgrades is presented in Appendix
D. The primary upgrades include:
Headworks: Add a third vortex degritter (10,000 m3/d)
Headworks: Replace three low lift pumps (16,000 m3/d each)
Primary Clarification: Add a fourth tank (5,200 m3/d)
Aeration: Add a fourth tank (2,100 m3/d)
Secondary Clarification: Add a fourth tank (3,500 m3/d)
Disinfection: Add UV light bank (16,000 m3/d)
Phosphorous Removal: Add one pump (5,000 m3/d), add storage to maintain 30 days
storage capacity
Tertiary Treatment: Add effluent filtration (27,000 m3/d)
3.3.2

Alternative Design 2: Increase Rated Capacity to 10,000 m3/d in Two Stages

This alternative would break up the construction of the upgrades into two stages of
approximately equal magnitude. The same upgrades would be needed at each of the major
process components, however the upgrades would be implemented in two small steps instead
of one big step. The intermediary plant ratings (after Stage 1) would be approximately 9,000
m3/d (dry weather) and 24,500 m3/d (wet weather). Given the assumptions of this report, Stage
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1 would occur in 2020, Stage 2 would occur in 2036 and these upgrades would meet capacity
demands until 2052. Stage 1 of the upgrades would entail the following:
Headworks: Add a third vortex degritter (5,000 m3/d)
Headworks: Replace one low lift pump (16,000 m3/d)
Primary Clarification: Add a fourth tank (2,600 m3/d)
Aeration: Add a fourth tank (1,050 m3/d)
Secondary Clarification: Add a fourth tank (1,750 m3/d)
Disinfection: Add UV light bank (8,000 m3/d)
Phosphorous Removal: Add one pump (2,500 m3/d), add storage to maintain 30 days
storage capacity
Tertiary Treatment: Add effluent filtration (24,500 m3/d)
The Stage 2 upgrades would be similar to Stage 1, but take place at a later date. The primary
upgrades would be:
Headworks: Add a fourth vortex degritter (5,000 m3/d)
Headworks: Replace two low lift pumps (16,000 m3/d each)
Primary Clarification: Add a fifth tank (2,600 m3/d)
Aeration: Add a fifth tank (1,050 m3/d)
Secondary Clarification: Add a fifth tank (1,750 m3/d)
Disinfection: Add UV light bank (8,000 m3/d)
Phosphorous Removal: Add one pump (2,500 m3/d), add storage to maintain 30 days
storage capacity
Tertiary Treatment: Add effluent filtration (2,500 m3/d)
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Evaluation Criteria and Review Process

This section of the report will detail the evaluation criteria and explain the process that was used
to review each option in relation to those criteria. Some of the criteria are subjective and, as
such, the evaluation process is affected by the opinions of those who participate in the
evaluation process. This is generally considered to be a beneficial component of the report
since it then compiles many views on the issues presented.

4.1

SCREENING CRITERIA

The criteria for evaluation are the environments that could be affected by the work. These
environments have been grouped into three categories: Natural Environment, Social
Environment, and Economic / Technical Environment. The individual criteria for each of these
environment groups are as follows:
Natural Environment
Air Environment and Birds
Water Environment and Aquatic Animals
Land Environment and Terrestrial Animals
Social Environment
Community / Development
Heritage / Culture / Historical Significance
Aesthetics / Health / Safety
Economic Technical Environment
Economic
Physical Constraints
Land Ownership / Legal
Detailed descriptions of the above criteria as they will be used in the assessment of the
alternative solutions are compiled in Table 1.
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4.2

ESTABLISHMENT OF RATING SYSTEM

Each alternative solution will be assigned a level of impact for each of the criteria identified in
Table 1. The rating system used for evaluation establishes seven levels of impact. The levels
of impact are:
Major Positive Impact (+3)
Moderate Positive Impact (+2)
Minor Positive Impact (+1)
Neutral or Inconsequential Impact (0)
Minor Negative Impact (-1)
Moderate Negative Impact (-2)
Major Negative Impact (-3)
Corresponding explanations of the impact levels and the methodology of the rating system are
explained in Table 2.

4.3

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

The summary of the evaluation for the alternative solutions is presented in Table 3. An
explanation of the reasoning for the ratings given is provided below.
4.3.1

Alternative Design 1: Increase Rated Capacity to 10,000 m3/d in One Stage

Natural Environment
Air Environment and Birds – Neutral or Inconsequential Impact (0) No impacts are expected for
this environment once proper mitigating measures are implemented. Mitigating measures will
include taking care not to remove trees used for nesting during the breeding season.
Water Environment and Aquatic Animals – Neutral or Inconsequential Impact (0) No impacts are
expected for this environment once proper mitigating measures are implemented. Potential
impacts of construction near waterbodies could include sedimentation, turbidity, and
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contamination. Mitigating measures will include erosion control measures, buffers, setbacks,
and spill control facilities.
Land Environment and Terrestrial Animals – Neutral or Inconsequential Impact (0) The areas
where construction is anticipated have been previously disturbed by development.
Social Environment
Community / Development – Moderate Positive Impact (+2) This alternative would provide the
ability for the Town of Carleton Place to continue growing. Continued development of the
residential / commercial / institutional areas could proceed at a pace determined by the Town
Council. Construction activities could impact driving/access routes for local residents and
institutions.
Heritage / Culture / Historical Significance – Neutral or Inconsequential Impact (0) Due to the
lack of identifiable heritage, cultural or historical features, no impact is expected on this
environment.
Aesthetics / Health / Safety – Neutral or Inconsequential Impact (0) There should be few
impacts to aesthetics. Construction activities could potentially affect health and safety, but
proper implementation of mitigating measures will minimize impacts. Mitigating measures
include strict adherence to applicable legislation, proper signage for vehicular traffic
approaching the work site, and diligent clean-up and site security (temporary fencing of open
trenches and other potential hazards).
Economic / Technical Environment
Economic – Minor Negative Impact (-1) There will be a minor economic impact as the Town of
Carleton Place will need to determine how to pay for the expansion.
Physical Constraints – Neutral or Inconsequential Impact (0) Since construction of the
expansion would be on adjacent vacant property, inconsequential impact is expected for this
environment.
Land Ownership / Legal – Neutral or Inconsequential Impact (0) Since construction of the
expansion will be on Town owned land, inconsequential impact is expected for this environment.
4.3.2

Alternative Design 2: Increase Rated Capacity to 10,000 m3/d in Two Stages

Natural Environment
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Air Environment and Birds – Neutral or Inconsequential Impact (0) No impacts are expected for
this environment once proper mitigating measures are implemented. Mitigating measures will
include taking care not to remove trees used for nesting during the breeding season.
Water Environment and Aquatic Animals – Neutral or Inconsequential Impact (0) No impacts are
expected for this environment once proper mitigating measures are implemented. Potential
impacts of construction near waterbodies could include sedimentation, turbidity, and
contamination. Mitigating measures will include erosion control measures, buffers, setbacks,
and spill control facilities.
Land Environment and Terrestrial Animals – Neutral or Inconsequential Impact (0) The areas
where construction is anticipated have been previously disturbed by development.
Social Environment
Community / Development – Moderate Positive Impact (+2) This alternative would provide the
ability for the Town of Carleton Place to continue growing. Continued development of the
residential / commercial / institutional areas could proceed at a pace determined by the Town
Council. Construction activities could impact driving/access routes for local residents and
institutions. This would occur during two separate construction periods.
Heritage / Culture / Historical Significance – Neutral or Inconsequential Impact (0) Due to the
lack of identifiable heritage, cultural or historical features, no impact is expected on this
environment.
Aesthetics / Health / Safety – Neutral or Inconsequential Impact (0) There should be few
impacts to aesthetics. Construction activities could potentially affect health and safety, but
proper implementation of mitigating measures will minimize impacts. Mitigating measures
include strict adherence to applicable legislation, proper signage for vehicular traffic
approaching the work site, and diligent clean-up and site security (temporary fencing of open
trenches and other potential hazards).
Economic / Technical Environment
Economic – Moderate Negative Impact (-2) There will be a moderate economic impact to the
Town of Carleton Place as a result of pursuing a two stage approach to construction.
Physical Constraints – Neutral or Inconsequential Impact (0) Since construction of the
expansion would be on adjacent vacant property, inconsequential impact is expected for this
environment.
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Land Ownership / Legal – Neutral or Inconsequential Impact (0) Since construction of the
expansion will be on Town owned land, inconsequential impact is expected for this environment.

4.4

IDENTIFICATION OF RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE

Based upon the above analysis, the recommended alternative is Alternative Design 1: Increase
Rated Capacity to 10,000 m3/d in One Stage. This alternative is described in detail earlier in the
report (Section 3.3.1). Appendix E presents a breakdown of the planned projects under the
recommended alternative, as well as the opinion of probable cost and the approximate
timeframe for implementation.
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5.0

Consultation

In June 2007, a Notice of Study Commencement was distributed to review agencies and
published in the local newspaper. The list of the review agencies used for distribution is
included in Table 4.
A public meeting was held on June 21, 2007 to review Phases 1 and 2 of the undertaking.
Stantec Consulting Ltd. presented the problem definition, alternative solutions, and
recommended solution. Comments were encouraged and comment sheets were made
available. Public notices and written comments are included in Appendix F.
A public meeting was held on June 17, 2008 to review Phase 3 of the undertaking. Stantec
Consulting Ltd. presented the alternative designs and the recommended design. Public notices
and written comments are included in Appendix F.
A public meeting was held on June 24, 2010 to inform the public of changes to Phase 3 of the
undertaking and to inform the public of the results of the long-term planning study which had
been completed. Public notices and written comments are included in Appendix F.
It was decided by the proponent to finalize the reporting in the form of a Master Plan instead of
as an Environmental Study Report. The Master Plan will be placed on the public record and the
Town will publish the Master Plan Notice of Completion (included in Appendix F) in 2011.
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Town of Carleton Place
WPCP Capacity Expansion Master Plan
Prepared by Stantec Consulting Ltd.
August 5, 2011

Master Plan Recommendation of Future Project

Planned Project

Capital Cost (2008$)

Anticipated Date

WPCP Upgrade

$8,600,000

2020

APPENDIX F

Town of Carleton Place
WPCP Master Plan
Stantec Project #163400725
Notice of Study Completion

Town of Carleton Place
Master Plan
Water Pollution Control Plant Capacity Expansion
Notice of Study Completion
The Town of Carleton Place has prepared a Master Plan for capacity expansion for the Water
Pollution Control Plant (WPCP). Expansion will be required in the future to accommodate the
growing population of the Town of Carleton Place. This study began as a Municipal Class
Environmental Assessment, however, due to the long-range nature of the recommendations, it is
being finalized as a Master Plan. The proposed expansion includes construction of facilities at
the existing site of the Water Pollution Control Plant (122 Patterson Crescent, Town of Carleton
Place). The Master Plan identifies the recommended infrastructure to service the future growth of
the Town while minimizing environmental impacts. The Master Plan incorporates the comments
received from the public and review agencies during the course of the study.
Master Plan Recommendation of Future Work
Planned Project
WPCP Upgrade

Capital Cost
$8,600,000

Anticipated Date
2020

The Master Plan is available for review at the office of the Town Clerk. This study has met the
requirements of Phases 1 and 2 of the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment. For further
information on this project please contact Paul Knowles, Town of Carleton Place, 175 Bridge
Street, Carleton Place, Ontario K7C 2V8 Telephone (613) 257-6200. Thereafter, the Master Plan
will be reviewed and revised taking into consideration the comments which are received from the
public. The recommended Master Plan will be presented to Town Council for approval.
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